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What is biosecurity
Broadly
Biosecurity is concerned with
managing the unwanted
movement of biological life – pest
and diseases – and their impacts
on forests, crops, livestock,
environment and human health.
Origins
1980s US veterinary poultry practice
National security concerns
WTO and sanitary and phytosanitary
measures – trade driven
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Biosecurity and shared responsibility

The Australian case – Quarantine to biosecurity
•

Shift from border/quarantine to
continuum approach

•

Shift from government centric to
broad community ownership of
problems and solutions

•

Drivers of this change –
technologies, mobilities and
neoliberal and devolved
governance
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Shared Responsibility – in practice
Key features of shared responsibility practice in Australia
•

Sharing of ‘resources’

•

Working together
techniques
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Shared Responsibility – a work in progress

Policy/Legislative change
•

Federation and
progressive and
negotiated legislative
change

Industry engagement

Citizen Science and Public
engagement

•

Engagement with peak
bodies

•

Community biosecurity
groups

•

Key agreements for
emergencies

•

Citizen science
surveillance

•

Accreditation

•

•

Supply chain surveillance

Educating a travelling
and import/exportoriented population
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Conclusion

*

•

Shared responsibility recognizes biosecurity cannot be done alone or in
isolation

•

Shared responsibility involves change in policy, practice and culture – this
takes time and effort

•

Look for integrative synergies (work with partner industries, sectors,
countries – build into sustainable forest management systems – apply One
Health – align with Sustainable Development Goals)
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